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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW  
17 October 2019      
 
BYEUNG HUN AN 
 
 

PGA TOUR: Can you tell us about your round today? 

AN: It was a bit strange. I was not hitting well yesterday and the day before but once I was on course I was hitting 

well and far. I saved myself from a few difficult spots and was able to finish the round bogey-free. 

 

PGA TOUR: What was the course conditions like? 

AN: You can tell what it was like by looking at the scores. It was less windy unlike last year and the year before that. 

It did pick up later in the day. I wanted to use my driver but just couldn’t get on the right side of the wind. Overall 

less windy, so better scores. 

 

PGA TOUR: The next three weeks are the last chance to get on the Presidents Cup team. You are on top of the 

leaderboard now, do you hope to be on the team? 

AN: I expect to join if I win. I hope to play well and prove myself to the captain. I really want to play in the Presidents 

Cup. Last year, the year before that and four years ago I did not make it on the team which was very disappointing 

but this year if I play well I think I may be selected. There are three events left and I played the first round of this 

event so I still have some way to go but I really want to show the captain what I can do. I will do my best to join the 

team. 

 

PGA TOUR: There are four Korean players in the TOP 10 after this first round. What are the chances at this point 

that a Korean player might win the CJ Cup? 

AN: Of course, there is chance to win. Just doing the math, I think there are the most Korean players in the field. 

However, it is only the first day and there are many good players out there. Justin Thomas did very well today and 

so did Mark Leishman. I certainly hope a Korean player wins this year. 

 

PGA TOUR: Do you think having experience on this course helped at all? 
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AN: Definitely. I know the mountain breaks and putting lines. However, the conditions are different every year and 

there is the wind so it does not have a huge impact but I would say it helps with putting. 

 

PGA TOUR: You were in the winner’s circle last time and had a disappointing finish. Did you analyze what 

happened? 

AN:  I don’t think it was my time. I hope to win some day and I know I have it in me. I don’t have many wins but I 

came close quite a few times so I feel like I have a real chance at winning. I have been unlucky and it just wasn’t my 

time. I think if I keep hitting well and putting well I will win soon someday. I think you console yourself rather than 

analyze your performance. 

 

PGA TOUR: Do you ever feel the “athlete’s DNA” that runs in your family when you are on course” 

AN:. Sometimes, I guess. But I work hard and practice a lot. I guess you could say it runs in the family since I am here 

on the Tour playing side by side with world class players. Also I seem to perform better compared to how much I 

practice. 

 

PGA TOUR: The weather helped in sinking a lot of birdies today. Everyone talks about the weather being so 

important on this course, what is your strategy for tomorrow if the weather is rough?  

AN: This is similar to the first year of this event. On Thursday it wasn’t as windy then on Friday and the weekend the 

wind picked up. I am always ready. I don’t think you need to get nervous because it’s windy. It is always windy out 

here so instead of a strategy I think being patient is key. I feel like I can play well if I can manage my expectations 

according to the weather. 

 

PGA TOUR: Congratulations on a great score. I was looking at the PGA Tour website and saw a picture of you 

playing table tennis with your dad. I think you Dad is here with you this week. I think he would’ve given you a lot 

of advice. What do you talk about? 

AN: We don’t talk much. We tried to keep it light. When they start giving you advice, they mean well but as a son it 

always feels like he is nagging me. I learn a lot by playing golf. I always think about the experiences I have and what 

I learn from those experiences and the emotions I feel. In golf you are on your own so I think I try to block out what 

my parents tell me. They don’t try to give me advice before rounds or in between rounds. They only text me once 
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the tournament is over. They tell me what I could’ve done better or improve but I already know all that stuff. Golf is 

a mental game so they try not to bother me and keep it to themselves. 

 

PGA TOUR: From what we see on SNS, it seems you have great chemistry with you caddie. What kind of synergy 

did you guys create on the field today? 

AN: We didn’t talk about much. I love to fool around and have fun. We talk about golf, food and just every day stuff. 

On the course, time flies so we don’t have a chance to talk much. We usually talk about the same things. I’ve been 

with him about 4 years and I think we have good chemistry. He is hard working and I appreciate that. 

 
  


